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Position Statement

Small, independently-developed ontologies can
be related without the necessity of constructing
a global ontology beforehand. We assume that
Web pages for specific domains will be annotated
with ontological information. Given these anno-
tations, we have developed a methodology that
merges individual ontologies into what we call
a consensus ontology, which has the appearance
of a global ontology for a particular query. The
consensus ontology may be cached for later use.
This approach allows consideration of additional
information sources incrementally.

Information Retrieval

Information searches can involve data and doc-
uments both internal and external to an organi-
zation. The research reported at this workshop
targets the following basic problem: a search
will typically uncover a large number of inde-
pendently developed information sources—some
relevant and some irrelevant; the sources might
be ranked, but they are otherwise unorganized,
and there are too many for a user to investigate
manually. The problem is familiar and many
solutions have been proposed, ranging from re-
quiring the user to be more precise in specifying
search criteria, to constructing more intelligent
search engines, or to requiring sources to be more
precise in describing their contents. A common
theme for all of the approaches is the creation,
use, and manipulation of ontologies for describ-
ing both requirements and sources.

Unfortunately, ontologies are not a panacea
unless everyone adheres to the same one, and
no one has yet constructed an ontology that is
comprehensive enough. Moreover, even if one
did exist, it probably would not be adhered to,

considering the dynamic and eclectic nature of
the Web and other information sources.

There are three approaches for relating in-
formation from large numbers of independently
managed sites: (1) all sites will use the same ter-
minology with agreed-upon semantics (improba-
ble), (2) each site will use its own terminology,
but provide translations to a global ontology (dif-
ficult, and thus unlikely), and (3) each site will
have a small, local ontology that will be related
to those from other sites—our position.

The experimental methodology we developed
relies on the ontological annotation of Web
pages—a representation consistent with visions
for the Semantic Web. However, a pre-existing
global ontology is not required. The domains
of the sites must be similar—else there would
be no interesting relationships among them—but
they will undoubtedly have dissimilar ontologies,
because they will have been annotated indepen-
dently.

Experimental Methodology

We assigned graduate students in computer sci-
ence the task of constructing small ontologies
for three domains. The ontologies are written
in DAML/OWL and contain at least 8 classes
organized with at least 4 levels of subclasses.

We merge the individual files for a particu-
lar domain one-at-a-time into a resultant merged
file. Node merging is based on syntactic and
semantic information. The syntactic informa-
tion is derived from the names of the nodes, for
which we employ various string-matching tech-
niques including detection of plural endings. The
semantic information includes the meaning of the
subclass link in the ontologies, prefixes that in-
dicate antonyms, and evolving sets of synonyms
for matching nodes. The synsets, which are used
to track the progress of merging and to monitor
correctness, are seeded from WordNet.

For each node in the resultant file, we main-
tain a reinforcement value, which indicates how
many times the node is matched as ontologies
are merged. We also maintain reinforcement val-
ues for class-subclass links. Next, we construct
a consensus ontology by eliminating weakly rein-
forced nodes and links. In filtering the merged
file, we sort the subclass links by their reinforce-
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ment values and find that, for the most part,
the strongly reinforced nodes are associated with
strongly reinforced links. This finding, while not
surprising, makes constructing a consensus on-
tology more efficient.

The software for merging ontologies can
be found at http://www.cse.sc.edu/research/cit
/projects/DAML.html. Sample ontologies are
also available on that page.

Challenges

Our work focuses only on the class-subclass re-
lationship among concepts. Other relationships
such as partOf offer semantics that can be ex-
ploited in generating and restricting a consensus
view.
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